
Using Zoom with Interpreters 
 

The teacher/host of the zoom class or meeting only has one responsibility – to admit the interpreter 
into the class or meeting. 

When the interpreter turns their video on, the student/participant will be able to see the interpreter 
without doing anything.  They may wish to change their screen layout to optimize the experience: 

1. Change the view: the student/participant decides whether they would like to see all of the 
meeting participants, or if they would like to only see the person speaking. 

a. In the meeting screen, look at the top, right corner of the video to see either “Gallery 
View” or “Speaker View” (note: clicking “Gallery View” will take the student to gallery 
view) 

i. Gallery view: all of the meeting participants using video will be displayed in 
squares. 

1. To hide non-video users from gallery view: click “Total non-video 
participants” at the top of your screen and select “Hide Non-Video 
Participants.” 

ii. Speaker view: the speaker (the person currently speaking) is displayed in a large 
square, the non-speakers are in small squares at the top of the screen.   

1. If you are not able to see the non-speakers, try clicking “Exit Full Screen” 
b. The student/participant’s view is unique to their screen.  It is their responsibility to 

configure the screen to make viewing the interpreter easiest.  The teacher/host cannot 
change the student’s view. 
 

2. Pin a video: the student/participant can keep one video in focus, such as the interpreter’s video, 
by pinning that video on the screen. 

a. In gallery view (note, if your screen says “Gallery View” that means “click here to enter 
Gallery View.”  Your screen will need to say “Speaker View”), you should see videos of 
everyone in the meeting. 

b. Hover over the video you would like to keep “pinned” (this video will remain large, no 
matter who’s talking), and click the three dots in the blue square. 

c. Click “pin” 
 

3. Spotlight a video: the instructor/host can spotlight a video to make it larger for everyone 
viewing the class or meeting. 

a. Hover over the video you would like to spotlight 
b. Click the … button on the top right side of the video 
c. Click “Spotlight for Everyone”.  The instructor/host can spotlight up to nine videos. 

 

 

 

 



4. Side-by-side view: if the teacher/host shares their screen, it can be harder for the 
student/participant to see the interpreter’s video. Enabling “side by side” view will allow the 
student/participant to re-size the shared screen (make it smaller), which will make the 
interpreter’s video bigger. 

a. Hover on the Zoom screen and look for the “ribbon” at the bottom of the screen (don’t 
worry if the ribbon doesn’t look exactly like this one): 

 
b. Click the arrow next to “Stop Video” to open a menu, and select “Video Settings” 
c. Under Meetings:, make sure the box “Hide non-video participants” is checked. 
d. Look at the left side of this window and click “Share Screen” 

i. Under Share Screen, make sure the box “Side-by-side mode” is checked 
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